Abstract-In this paper, a novel ultra-low-power digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) with cell-based design for system-on-chip (SoC) applications is presented. Based on the proposed segmental delay line (SDL) and hysteresis delay cell (HDC), the power consumption can be saved by 70% and 86.2% in coarse-tuning and fine-tuning stages, respectively, as compared with conventional approaches. Besides, the proposed DCO employs a cascade-stage structure to achieve high resolution and wide range at the same time. Measurement results show that power consumption of the proposed DCO can be improved to 140 W (@200 MHz) with 1.47-ps resolution. In addition, the proposed DCO can be implemented with standard cells, making it easily portable to different processes and very suitable for SoC applications.
I. INTRODUCTION
P HASE-LOCKED loop (PLL) is a very important clocking circuit for many electronic systems such as digital communication and microprocessor. Traditional PLLs are designed by analog approaches. However, as supply voltage decreases, both gain and frequency range need to be traded off in voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) which is the most important block in PLL. In addition, due to serious leakage current problem, it is hard to design a charge-pump circuit in more advanced process technology. Thus, it needs more design efforts to integrate analog PLLs in SoC with lower supply voltage and advanced process. Furthermore, as technology migrates, the analog blocks in PLL need to be re-designed. In contrast, all-digital phase-locked loop (ADPLL) [1] - [5] does not utilize any passive components and use digital design approaches, making it easily be integrated into digital and low-supply voltage systems.
Basically, digitally controlled oscillator (DCO) dominates the major performances of ADPLL such as power consumption and jitter, and hence is the most important component of such clocking circuits [1] - [5] . Since DCO occupies over 50% power consumption of an ADPLL [2] , the power consumption of DCO should be reduced further to save overall power dissipation to meet low-power demands in SoC designs. Recently, different architectural solutions have been proposed to implement the DCO. The current-starved type DCO [6] controls the supply current of delay cell to obtain different delay values. Although it has high resolution, it needs a static current source that will consume more static power dissipation. The LC tank DCO [7] can also achieve high delay resolution, however, it needs advanced process and requires intensive circuit layout. These approaches demand high complexity at circuit level, resulting in long design cycle and low portability. In order to reduce design cycle when process or specification is changed, many DCOs implemented with standard cells have been proposed to enhance portability [2] , [3] , [8] , [9] . Driving capability modulation (DCM) changes the driving current of each delay cell by controlling number of enabled tri-state buffers/inverters [2] , [8] . The design concept of this approach is straightforward, but it has a poor performance in linearity and power consumption, and the resolution is insufficient. The or-and-inverter (OAI) cells are proposed to enhance resolution by different input pattern combinations; however linearity remains to be solved [3] . Although digitally controlled varactor (DCV) has a good performance in resolution and linearity [9] , it is hard to take a few cells to provide wider operation range. As a result, large power consumption is demanded due to many DCV cells to maintain an acceptable operation range. Thus, this paper attempts to propose a low-power high-resolution wide-range DCO with high portability. Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of the proposed ultra-lowpower DCO. Based on standard cells, our proposal can save power consumption and keep resolution. To preserve the control code resolution and operation range, the proposed DCO employs cascading structure for both coarse-tuning and finetuning stages to maintain control code-to-delay linearity and extend operation range easily. Two low-power circuit design techniques are proposed here. First, the proposed segmental delay line (SDL) can disable the transition of redundant segmental delay cells which is a two-input AND gate in coarse-tuning stage at target operation frequency. Second, the hysteresis delay cell (HDC) is proposed for fine-tuning stage to reduce the number of short-delay cells. Fig. 2 shows the proposed segmental coarse-tuning stage, which is composed of two-input AND gates that form a SDL and a path-selection multiplexer. It can provide different delay values by selecting different delay paths organized by these two-input AND gates. In the conventional delay line of path-selection schemes [3] , [4] , [9] , the delay cell is composed of two inverters. When delay line is requested to provide higher operation frequency, a shorter delay path is selected and the rest delay cells will not be used. However, these delay cells are not disabled. To reduce power consumption as the operating frequency changes, some enabling input controlled signals (EN [ ]) are set to low level to disable those redundant two-input AND gates, leading to save power consumption.
II. PROPOSED DCO ARCHITECTURE

A. Segmental Coarse-Tuning Stage
B. Fine-Tuning Stage
Because the resolution of the above mentioned coarse-tuning stage is not sufficient for typical DCO applications, a fine-tuning stage is added. In order to achieve better resolution and less power consumption, this fine-tuning stage is divided into three different substages as shown in Fig. 3 . It should be noted that the controllable range of each stage is larger than the delay step of the previous stage. As a result, the cascading DCO structure does not have any dead zone larger than the LSB resolution of DCO. The delay steps of these fine-tuning substages are different; delay cells of the first stage and third stage have the largest and smallest delay step, respectively. Therefore, delay cell of the third fine-tuning stage determines the DCO LSB resolution and controllable range of the first fine-tuning stage can cover the delay step of the coarse-tuning stage easily. Since the proposed HDC can provide larger delay step than DCV, the first fine-tuning stage employs HDCs to replace many DCV cells, leading to save power consumption. Due to better resolution capability, different DCVs are exploited in the second and third fine-tuning stages to improve the overall resolution of DCO. The operation concept of DCV is to control the gate capacitance of logic gate with input state to adjust the delay time [4] , [9] . The second and third fine-tuning stages employ long-delay DCV cells (two-input NAND) and short-delay DCV cells (tri-state inverter), respectively.
To optimize both power consumption and resolution, a strategy of allocating the proportion of the substages in the proposed fine-tuning stage is introduced. First, in order to achieve high operation frequency, should be limited to enlarge the length of total delay line in the fine-tuning stage. Then a suitable delay step of HDC can be determined by . Second, because the delay resolution is only determined by the delay step of DCV in the third fine-tuning stage, it needs to select a short-delay DCV from the cell library to meet the resolution requirement. After delay step has been determined, R can be chosen for the range of the third fine-tuning stage and the loading capacitance consideration. Finally, after the delay step adjustment of HDC and short-delay DCV, the delay step of long-delay DCV and in the second fine-tuning stage can also be determined. Note that Q can be reduced significantly by exploiting HDC to save power. For example, if the requirement of output delay is 260 ps, it uses 4 HDCs to cover such delay range and 8 short-delay DCV cells to achieve high resolution. By the final step, 32 long-delay DCV cells are utilized to form the second fine-tuning stage. As a result, total power consumption and resolution of the proposed fine-tuning stage is 40.28 W and 0.97 ps, respectively, in a 0.13-m CMOS process. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the proposed HDCs used in the fine-tuning stage and each of which contains one inverter (INV2) and one tri-state inverter (TINV). As the input state of control signal ( ) of TINV in HDC changes, different delay of the third fine-tuning stage can be obtained. The operation concept of HDC is to control driving current to obtain different propagation delay. When TINV of the HDC is enabled, the output signal of enabled TINV has the hysteresis phenomenon in the transition state to produce different delay times from the delay chain. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the equivalent circuit of HDC for analysis. The propagation delay from to is a function of loading capacitance and equivalent resistance of turn-on MOS [10] and is given by (1) where is the loading capacitance of , , and are equivalent resistance of NMOS and PMOS in the driving inverter (INV1), respectively. In the general operating situation, remains as a constant value. But, the equivalent resistance of turn-on MOS in INV1 varies with saturation current and drainsource voltage and is expressed by (2) where is the saturation current of transistor device. When TINV is enabled, since the input signal of TINV does not vary with the input of INV1 instantaneously, it will sink the inverse current to reduce the effective driving current from to .This leads to enlarge delay time of the delay chain. Fig. 5 shows the hysteresis phenomenon of this HDC, where input signal transition is observed from SPICE simulation. In the beginning, and remain at high level and is at low level. As signal level changes from high to low, the signal level of attempts to vary from low to high. However, because remains at high level for a while (delayed by INV2), TINV sinks the inverse current to slow down the pull-high speed of . Thus, (2) should be rewritten as follows
C. Hysteresis Delay Cell
The effective driving current changes from to as TINV is enabled. The relation among input voltage of TINV, effective driving current, and INV1 delay is shown in Fig. 6 . As the input voltage of TINV increases, the effective driving current of INV1 will decrease, leading to enlarge the delay of inverter chain. In addition, based on the different driving capability tri-state inverters in a given cell library, a set of different delay steps of HDC can be constructed for a specified DCO requirement.
III. DCO PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
A. Coarse-Tuning Stage Performance Comparisons
For performance comparison, we rebuild those published approaches with an in-house 0.13-m CMOS standard cell library and then compare with our proposal. Because the DCO consists of coarse and fine tuning stages in general, the performance comparisons are divided into two parts as well.
In the coarse-tuning stage, we reconstruct the conventional delay line of path-selection type by two-inverter delay cells for power consumption comparisons. For fair comparisons, both conventional and the proposed segmental coarse-tuning stages have the same operation range. In terms of different operation frequencies, the simulation results of power consumption are shown in Fig. 7 . As compared with conventional approaches, the proposed segmental coarse-tuning stage can reduce 70% and 25% of the power consumption at 500 and 200 MHz, respectively. Because the number of disabled redundant delay cells varies with different operation frequencies; the segmental scheme has different power reduction ratio in different operation frequencies.
B. Fine-Tuning Stage Performance Comparisons
The fine-tuning stage determines many major performance indexes of DCO, such as LSB resolution, delay linearity, and power consumption. Therefore, the performance comparisons of fine-tuning stage focus on these important performance indices. In the cell-based design approach, many designs exploit DCM or DCV to construct fine-tuning stage [2] , [4] , [8] , [9] . For fair comparisons, these designs are rebuilt under the similar operation range and number of control bit. To ensure correct functionality, the operation range of fine-tuning stage in all comparison candidates should be larger than the minimum delay step of two-input AND gate, which is 200 ps in an in-house 0.13-m standard cell library. The rebuilt fine-tuning stages by different design approaches are: DCM type (Approach I) [2] , [8] , DCV type (Approach II) [9] , and combination of DCM and DCV type (Approach III) [4] . The operation frequency range should be similar for fair comparisons, resulting in the different number of delay cells in different structures. For example, Approach I, Approach II, and Approach III utilize 256, 128, and 80 tri-state inverters, respectively. In contrast to these approaches, the proposed structure only needs 12 tri-state inverters, 4 inverters, and 32 two-input NAND gates (based on the strategy mentioned in Section II with and are assigned to 4, 32, and 8, respectively).
The performance comparisons simulated at 200 MHz at 0.8 V and typical corner cases, are summarized in Table I . Note that all of them have the similar performance in LSB resolution except Approach I. But, in terms of power consumption and area, the proposed design has significant improvement. Since the proposed HDC can replace many DCV cells to obtain wider operation range, the number of delay cells connected with each driving inverter and loading capacitance can be reduced, leading to save power consumption and gate count as well. The reduction ratios are 86.2%, 82.8%, and 61.7%, as compared with Approach I, Approach II, and Approach III, respectively. Fig. 8 also shows that our proposal has the high LSB resolution and low-power features as compared with the other designs.
Except Approach I, all of comparison candidates employ a short-delay DCV cell to form the finest delay cell; however, they utilize different type long-delay stages. Thus, we focus on the power comparison of long-delay stage in different approaches. In contrast to Approach II whose long-delay stage only utilizes long-delay DCV cell, our proposal exploits HDC and hence has less long-delay DCV cells compared with Approach II. As a result, power-to-delay ratio of long-delay stage of our proposal and Approach II is 0.14 W ps (36.31 W/261.34 ps) and 0.86 W ps (228.77 W/266.9 ps), respectively. Based on this power comparison, it is clear that HDC-based structure can provide better power-to-delay ratio than pure DCV type structure, implying HDC is more effective in power saving for a given delay.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Based on the requested frequency range and resolution for our application, the design parameters of the proposed DCO are determined as follows: , , , , and . In order to verify the feasibility and performance of the proposed DCO in advanced processes, a test chip has been fabricated in 90-nm 1P9M CMOS process, where the chip microphoto and layout of the DCO chip is shown in Fig. 9 . The DCO output signal is measured using LeCroy SDA4000A at 1V/25 C (supply of I/O pad is 2.5 V) to test the performance. Due to the speed limitation of I/O pad, the DCO output frequency has to be divided by 2 when DCO operates at high frequency. Table II shows the delay step and operation range of different tuning stages in the proposed DCO. It shows that the controllable range of each stage is larger than the step of the previous stage, and the average DCO resolution is 1.47 ps. Fig. 10 shows the comparison between measurement results and post-layout simulation to illustrate the linearity analysis of the proposed DCO. Both root-mean-square (rms) and peak-topeak phase jitter at 417 MHz is 8.18 and 49.05 ps, respectively. Fig. 11 shows the rms and peak-to-peak phase jitter is 8.24 and 49.95 ps, respectively, at 952 MHz under 1 V and 60 mV supply noise. Table III lists comparison results with the state-of-the-art DCOs. In terms of power consumption, the proposed DCO has the lowest power consumption compared with other DCO designs. Furthermore, the proposed low-power solution does not induce any performance loss. Additionally, since the proposed DCO can be implemented with standard cells, it has a good portability. As a result the proposed DCO has the benefits of better resolution, operation range, linearity, and portability.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we have proposed an ultra-low-power DCO with cell-based design for SoC applications. With the proposed segmental tuning structure and hysteriesis delay cell, the power consumption of coarse-tuning and fine-tuning stages can be further reduced by 70% and 86.2%, respectively, as compared with conventional designs. Measurement results show that our proposed DCO can achieve 1.47 ps resolution and 140 W at frequency of 200 MHz. As a result our proposal achieves not only less power consumption, but also better LSB resolution and delay linearity of DCO. Moreover, because the proposed DCO has a good portability as a soft intellectual property (IP), it is very suitable for SoC applications as well as system-level integration.
